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Abstract. We propose a framework to infer complete geometry of a
scene with strong reflections or hidden by partially transparent occluders
from a set of 4D light fields captured with a hand-held light field camera.
For this, we first introduce a variant of bundle adjustment specifically
tailored to 4D light fields to obtain improved pose parameters. Geometry
is recovered in a global framework based on convex optimization for a
weighted minimal surface. To allow for non-Lambertian materials and
semi-transparent occluders, the point-wise costs are not based on the
principle of photo-consistency. Instead, we perform a layer analysis of the
light field obtained by finding superimposed oriented patterns in epipolar
plane image space to obtain a set of depth hypotheses and confidence
scores, which are integrated into a single functional.
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Introduction

The reconstruction of the geometry of a non-Lambertian object from multiple
views remains a tremendous challenge. As the observed color of a point on the
object can strongly depend on the viewing angle, matching image patches in
particular across wide-baseline views can not be done based on the information
in the images alone. Thus, state-of-the art 3D reconstruction pipelines both
based on sparse feature detection and matching followed by bundle adjustment
as well as dense reconstruction using photo-consistency typically fail for such
objects.
Recent work, as discussed in detail in section 2, shows that these challenges
can at least partially be overcome when working with a set of densely sampled
view points, known as the 4D light field of a scene [1] or an epipolar volume [2].
Phenomena such as specular highlights or reflections manifest as patterns on
epipolar plane image space, in particular, one can analyze them by working
with standard pattern or statistical analysis on 2D cuts through the 4D light
field, without the need for explicit matching. We believe and try to prove with
our work that these ideas also form the basis to a very powerful approach to
the problem of dense non-Lambertian surface reconstruction. For the plenoptic
cameras now commercially available e.g. by Lytro and Raytrix, this can also
open up a unique niche which they are ideally suited for.
Thus, the scenario we investigate in this paper is having multiple 4D light
fields, which can be recorded with a hand-held plenoptic camera, instead of
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Fig. 1. Light field center views for one of our datasets, illustrating the type of input
our method is able to handle. One can barely recognize that there is a shape behind
the windows, but how exactly does it look like? The result will be revealed in figure 9.

multiple conventional images of a given scene. The goal is to infer the geometry
of the scene. The scene does not need to be Lambertian - the objects can either
exhibit strong reflections, be semi-transparent, or partially occluded by other
semi-transparent surfaces. In all of these cases, the epipolar plane images of the
resulting light fields will exhibit overlaid patterns, whose structure is related to
the depth of individual elements in the scene. This structure can be analyzed for
example with a sparse coding technique pioneered in [3], or higher order structure
tensors [4], resulting in a distribution of depth hypotheses for every ray in every
light field. We align the light fields using linear structure-from-motion [5] and
a novel bundle adjustment technique. Refined extrinsic parameters are used to
reconstruct scene surface using a convex variational approach by a volumetric
segmentation functional with a surface consistency data term.
Contributions. In this paper, we make the following novel contributions.
– We show how to construct non-linear bundle adjustment on top of the linear
structure-from-motion framework [5] which is tailored to light fields. We
show on new synthetic lightfield surround datasets with complete ground
truth information available that the proposed method improves extrinsic
calibration of the cameras.
– We propose an alternative model to classical photo-consistency of surface
points, which is specific to 4D light fields and does not require the Lambertian
color-constancy assumption. Instead, we perform multi-orientation analysis
of the epipolar plane images [3, 6, 4] to obtain a set of depth hypotheses for
every available ray, and use these to construct volumetric cost functions for
the presence of object interiors and surfaces.
– Finally, we embed these cost functions into a convex variational energy minimization scheme for dense surface reconstruction to obtain the full geometry
for all layers of the scene in a single pass.
All of the new building blocks are assembled into the first complete 3D scene
reconstruction pipeline from multiple 4D light field camera views, which is able
to deal with strongly reflective objects or partially transparent occluders.
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Background and related work

Our method reconstructs an object from multiple 4D light fields. In this setting,
to our knowledge only sparse structure-from-motion methods were pursued so
far [5], see section 3, where we construct bundle adjustment for light fields.
Previous research instead focuses on computing depth from one single 4D light
field, where there has been tremendous progress in the last few years. Obtaining
depth from light field data is usually based on the idea of an epipolar volume [2],
which can be considered as a stack of views with slowly moving view point. A
two-dimensional cut through this stack is called an epipolar plane image (EPI),
see figure 2. Every 3D scene point is projected onto a line in the EPI, which
results in characteristic linear patterns. For Lambertian light fields, computing
orientation of these lines yields an accurate depth estimate [7]. A theory of
invariants for more general BRDF models can be found in [8].
Recent methods can deal with modest specular reflections by statistically
analyzing the slight intensity variations when shifting the view point [9, 10].
Notably, [11] allows the reconstruction of very accurate depth maps for arbitrary
BRDF from epipolar volumes, but the BRDF needs to be known beforehand.
This can not be assumed in general.
Furthermore, in our scenario, there is no unique depth due to the light field
having multiple layers, see figure 2. In this setting, we compute center view
disparities for the different layers [4, 3] and decompose the scene into several
layers [6]. We extend their technique to be able to integrate different depth
hypotheses from different subaperture views into a distribution of likelihoods
for the presence of scene points, and generate volumetric surface consistency
estimates.
As approaches to depth map fusion typically require a unique depth map for
each view, we also need to propose a more general reconstruction scheme. For
the remainder of the section, we will briefly recap a few milestones in multi-view
3D reconstruction which led to the development of the convex approaches we
employ. We will in particular focus on methods for non-Lambertian objects.
A brief history of volumetric 3D reconstruction. Purely silhouettebased approaches are the most simple and naturally independent of object
BRDF, but can at best recover the visual hull [12]. Very recently, a method
has been proposed to refine the visual hull based on internal occluding contours,
which also yields good results on specular and transparent objects [13].
One of the earliest approaches using photo-consistency measures in volumetric 3D reconstruction was space carving [14]. Here, voxels in a volume are carved
away if they are not consistent with the data in the input images. Notably, the
work already considered possible consistency measures based on non-Lambertian
BRDFs in the theoretical part, but did not provide concrete examples or experiments yet. Only a few years later, [15] introduced line model fitting (LMF)
in RGB space as a consistency score for Phong-like BRDFs within the space
carving framework to successfully deal with specular highlights.
Another line of research built upon the idea of shape reconstruction via a
photo-consistent minimal surface [16]. While [16] only considered Lambertian
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Fig. 2. Light field with two disparity layers, epipolar volume. The top image shows a
close-up of the center view of the Temple dataset, see figure 1. The EPI corresponding
to the white line is depicted below. Most parts of the center view show semi-transparent
objects, with two surfaces on top of each other visible in the same pixel. These regions
of the EPI thus in turn exhibit two superimposed oriented patterns, their orientations
corresponding to two different disparities.

matching scores, [17] introduced a rank constraint of the radiance tensor as
a non-Lambertian photo-consistency measure, which was later improved and
discretized in a volumetric graph cut framework [18]. It is also possible to build
surface consistency measures for transparent objects based on ray-casting, as in
the approach [19] to the reconstruction of flowing liquids. Photometric stereo
nowadays incorporates arbitrary BRDF models [20], and has been successfully
integrated into [16] by defining a photometric cost function on a surface and
performing mesh evolution [21].
Convex approaches. An efficient way to reformulate the weighted minimal
surface problem in 3D reconstruction is as a convex minimization problem, as
this allows to use fast solvers and can achieve globally optimal solutions independent of initialization [22, 23]. The key idea is to leverage the equivalence of the
weighted integral over a closed surface and the weighted total variation of the
characteristic function of the enclosed volume [24], which is a convex functional.
In order to avoid the trivial solution of an empty surface, additional convex constraints are necessary. These usually come from silhouette information. In the
case of perfect binary silhouettes, one can make use of the observation that the
set of all shapes consistent with a given set of silhouettes is convex [23]. For
per-image silhouette likelihoods, one can construct volumetric data terms from
probabilistic considerations [22], and perform essentially binary 3D segmentation
into object interior and exterior. It is also straight-forward to formulate depth
map fusion with convex functionals [25, 26]. In principle this can be independent
of a BRDF if a method like Helmholtz stereopsis [27] is employed to infer the
depth maps.
The reconstruction method proposed in our paper builds upon the formulation in [22], and constructs both a surface-consistency term as well as a volumetric cost from the given light field data, see section 4. A pre-requisite is that
we have fully calibrated the cameras, which we describe in the following section.
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Structure from motion for multiple 4D light fields

This section describes how we obtain extrinsic parameters for a set of light field
cameras located around a scene. Based on the ideas for linear structure from
motion [5], we model a version of bundle adjustment which is tailored to 4D
light fields and achieves more robust and accurate results than the purely linear
approach. Please note, that although this approach is independent of the type of
surface, we still rely on Lambertian surfaces for feature detection. First, however,
we briefly review the standard notation used in light field analysis, which will
be used throughout the paper.
3.1

Light field coordinates and projections

Our light fields are given in the absolute two-plane parametrization. Each ray
is parametrized by the intersection with two parallel planes Ω and Π at a distance f of each other. The intersection coordinates are denoted (u, v) ∈ Π and
(s, t) ∈ Ω, which means that each ray is described by a four-dimensional vecT
tor l = [u, v, s, t] ∈ R4 . The plane Ω is called the image plane, the plane Π
the focal plane. Intuitively, coordinates in Π select a pinhole view of the scene
called a subaperture view, with the focal point located in (s, t). Thus, (u, v) then
parametrizes the image coordinates, see figure 2 for an illustration. We call the

T
coordinates r = u v s t 1 homogeneous light field coordinates, which are defined with respect to a local camera coordinate system.

T
A single scene point X = X Y Z
given in the reference frame of the
camera will be visible in multiple subaperture views. In [5], it was shown that the
set of all rays r which pass through X forms a two-dimensional linear subspace
defined by


1 0 Zf 0 − fZX
,
(1)
M (X, f )r = 0 with M (X, f ) =
0 1 0 Zf − fZY
where M (X, f ) ∈ R2×5 depends on X and the focal length f , which can in
general differ between the individual light fields. In particular, this constraint
needs to be satisfied for all matching features, i.e. rays in which a common
point X is observed.
If practical images and a real-world camera are considered, we need to introduce a suitable pixel coordinate system. Here, a single ray is described within
a discrete set of subaperture views indexed by (m, n), and relative pixel coordinates (x, y) within an individual subaperture view. The resulting set of coordi
T
nates p = x y m n 1 are called the homogeneous pixel coordinates. These are
related to the homogeneous light field coordinates by a 5 × 5 intrinsic matrix H
via r = Hp. The exact structure of H and a way to calibrate it for a given light
field camera is described in [28].
3.2

Light field features and linear structure from motion

A light field feature F consists of a set of rays r which correspond to the same
scene point in multiple sub-aperture images. To detect them, we employ SIFT
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on all subaperture views, and then search for matching features which lie approximately on a common linear subspace for a valid M (X, f ). The estimation
is performed with a RANSAC scheme to aggressively filter outliers. The result
is a set of features Fij , where i indexes the light field and j the feature within
this light field.
In [5], they described how the relative pose can be determined from two
light fields using a set of corresponding features. We fix a reference view among
our input light fields, select a second light field which has the most feature
correspondences with the first one, and register it to the coordinate system of
the first one using [5]. The process is then iterated until an initial estimate for
pose Ri , ti relative to the reference light field is available for each input light field.
In addition, we now show how to improve the initial estimate using a final global
optimization pass over all views and features similar to bundle adjustment. This
was not yet shown in previous work [5]. While bundle adjustment is commonly
known for structure-from-motion for images, the equations are different and
lead to a more rigid estimate if tailored to the light field setting, due to having
multiple feature observations available from each view point.
3.3

Bundle adjustment for light field cameras

Bundle adjustment means solving a global optimization problem for the refinement of estimated 3D points and camera parameters. The initial guess, determined as in the previous subsection, is refined iteratively during the minimization
of a non-linear energy. While the problem of bundle adjustment is well studied
for conventional 2D imaging, it has not been specialized to light field cameras
yet.
The variables to be optimized for are a set of scene points Xw
j in a world
coordinate system and a set of pose parameters Ri , ti for the light field camera views. The input is a set of feature observations Fij in homogeneous pixel
coordinates (possibly empty) for each light field and scene point.
As camera and world coordinates are related by Xij = Ri Xw
j + ti , we have
by equation (1) that in the ideal noise-free case with perfect parameters,
M (Ri Xw
j + ti , fi )Hi p = 0 for all i, j, p ∈ Fij .

(2)

Thus, we minimize the residual energy
w
E(Xw
1 , . . . , XM , R1 , . . . , RN , t1 , . . . , tN )
X X
2
=
M (Ri Xw
j + ti , fi )Hi p 2

(3)

i,j p∈Fij

to determine the final pose parameters of the camera setup. While the structurefrom-motion point cloud Xw
j already gives useful information about the scene,
we do not yet employ it in the remainder of the pipeline except to determine an
estimate of the bounding box for volumetric reconstruction. Minimization of the
energy (3) is performed with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm built into Matlab.
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Surface reconstruction from multiple 4D light fields

In this section, we describe the volumetric reconstruction of a scene with superimposed layers from 4D light fields, given full calibration of all extrinsics and
intrinsics. The key feature is that the complete geometry of the scene is obtained in a single optimization pass. In particular, it is not necessary to separate
the individual layers of a light field in advance. Rather, we work with a confidence distribution over the possible depth values for each ray, and aggregate all
available information into a global cost volume.
We will explain the technique from general to specific. First, we introduce the
functional to be minimized for reconstruction, then the technique how to update
the individual terms in the functional given a single depth map with attached
confidence values, finally, methods to obtain information about these layers given
an individual 4D light field. An overview of the complete reconstruction pipeline
can be found in figure 5.
4.1

Variational surface reconstruction

The aim is to reconstruct the closed scene surface Σ in a volume Γ ⊂ R3 , which
is segmented into an interior region Γint and exterior region Γext by the surface.
The key idea is to define an energy functional E(Σ) such that the minimizer of E
corresponds to a surface which is optimally consistent with all of the input data.
For this, we define a surface consistency error ρ : Γ → R+ , which is large if a
point is unlikely to be on the surface, and small otherwise. To simplify handling
this mathematically, we follow [22] and switch to a formulation with a binary
indicator function u : Γ → {0, 1}, which is related to the surface by setting u to
the characteristic function of the interior region. The functional we use is one
for segmentation in the 3D volume Γ ,
Z
Z
E(u) = λ
ρ |Du| +
au dx,
(4)
Γ

Γ

where the regional cost a is negative if a point has a preference to be inside the
surface, and positive otherwise. The weighted total variation corresponds to the
integral of the cost function over the surface. This is a convex functional over
the non-convex domain of binary functions. However, we can relax to functions
valued in the unit interval, solve the resulting convex problem (we use [29]), and
threshold the result to obtain the global optimum [30], all of which is straightforward.
Therefore, for the remainder of the section, it just remains to be shown how
we compute the surface consistency error ρ and regional cost a for the scenario
of multiple light field camera views.
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z
z = z(x)

π(x)
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Fig. 3. Incremental update of cost volumes from one disparity layer and confidence
map. The voxel is first projected into the image plane of the center view, where we can
look up disparity and confidence. Based on these values, we update the cost functions
for x. The illustration here is for the situation that the voxel x is just behind the depth
sample from the point of view of the camera, so it should be inside. In this case, a
negative value is added to a(x), see section 4.2.

4.2

Updating the cost volume for a single depth map

Light fields naturally occupy a lot of memory. Thus, to efficiently construct the
cost volume, we follow an incremental approach, where we only have to store the
data for one single light field at the same time. In a multi-layered scene, for every
light field view, we will have several depth hypotheses per ray. Each hypothesis
is associated with a confidence score, which estimates how sure we are that this
hypothesis is the correct one. In our method, every hypothesis generates cues for
the surface position within the cost volumes. In this subsection, we describe how
the costs change in a single pass over the volume, given a single depth map with
confidence scores from a single view. The next subsection then explains how the
multiple depth hypotheses per view are generated.
The exact input to this pass is a single depth map d defined on one of the
views of the light field, usually the one in the center, a confidence map c assigning
a positive or zero weight to each disparity measurement, and the projection π
from the cost volume region Γ onto the image plane of this view. For simplicity
of notation, we assume c and d to be defined everywhere, with c being zero
outside the given viewport.
The cost volumes are now updated as follows, see figure 3. For each x ∈ Γ ,
compute the depth z(x) of the voxel. We distinguish three cases:
– If |z(x) − d(π(x))| ≤ , with a small constant  > 0, then the surface is likely to
pass through x. Thus, we decrease the surface consistency error by our confidence
in this estimate,
ρ(x) ← ρ(x) − c(π(x)).
– If the distance of x to the camera is a bit larger than d(π(x)), i.e. d(π(x)) + 2 ≥
z(x) > d(π(x)) + , then x is likely to lie inside the surface. Thus, we decrease the
regional cost a by the confidence score, i.e.
a(x) ← a(x) − c(π(x)).
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Fig. 4. Left: single depth map layer obtained for one of the center views in 1 using
a second order structure tensor as in [4]. Middle: slice through the regional cost volume a, red values denote a preference for begin inside. Right: Slice through the surface
consistency cost ρ. Darker colors mean it is more likely that a surface passes though
this point.

– Conversely, if the distance of x to the camera is just a bit smaller than d(π(x)),
i.e. d(π(x)) + 2 ≥ z(x) > d(π(x)) + , then x is likely to lie outside the surface.
Thus, we increase the regional cost a by the confidence score, i.e.
a(x) ← a(x) + c(π(x)).

Our implementation discretizes Γ with a voxel volume, and the update step can
be performed very efficiently on the GPU (a few milliseconds per input light field
and depth hypothesis layer depending on volume resolution), as it is independent
for every voxel. In a final pass, all cost volumes are filtered with a Gaussian to
alleviate noise or sparsity in the disparity estimates. Examples can be observed
in figure 4.
4.3

Depth layer and certainty estimation

We finally describe how to obtain a set of layered depth maps d1 , . . . , dN and
associated confidence maps c1 , . . . , cN for the center view of a given 4D light field.
Obviously, any variant of multiview stereo can be used to obtain a single depth
map (N = 1), often with a sensible way to generate a confidence score. However,
a single layer is only sufficient for a Lambertian scene. Any other method which
can generate a depth map for a light field is suitable if one wants to recover only
a single layer, and our method works in fact fine as a replacement for depth map
fusion.
For multi-layered scenes, we have two options. First, we can use second-order
structure tensors for two-layered scenes, as shown in [4, 6]. From these, as raw
data we recover two depth layers d1sx , d2sx for the horizontal EPIs, as well as two
depth layers d1ty , d2ty for the vertical ones. While we could just feed all of them
into our pipeline, we determined experimentally that it is much better to retain
a sparse number of very accurate depth cues than many inaccurate ones. Thus,
we filter out very conservatively: only if both estimates agree, i.e. d1sx − d1ty ≤ δ
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Part I: bundle adjustment

Part II: surface reconstruction

Step 1: feature detection. For each
light field view i, generate sets Fij of
ray coordinates which (probably) observe the same scene point Xj (sections 3.1, 3.2).

Step 1: build cost volumes. Initialize ρ, a to zero. Then, for each input
light field i:

Step 2: linear SfM. From the features, compute initial pose estimates
Ri , ti using linear SfM [5], see section 3.2.

1. compute a set of depth hypothesis
dij with confidence maps cij , section 4.3.
2. use each hypothesis-confidence
pair (dij , cij ) to update the cost
volumes, section 4.2.

Step 3: bundle adjustment. Nonlinear joint refinement of scene points
Xw
j and all pose parameters Ri , ti tailored to light fields, see section 3.3.

Step 2: optimize for scene surface.
Solve energy 4 using the previously
computed cost volumes, section 4.1.

Fig. 5. Summary of the complete reconstruction pipeline.

Opacity
50%
Temple 70%
90%
50%
Warrior 70%
90%

SfM
R error t error
49.723 48.7
137.204 121.523
97.783 72.764
64.615 66.867
68.501 80.288
15.358 22.238

BA
R error t error
20.310 13.177
37.550 35.311
42.681 40.407
26.411 27.941
29.202 30.013
12.311 18.388

Fig. 6. Results of SfM and Bundle adjustment. Left: Comparison of SfM and its refinement by Bundle adjustment. Error is measured as average angular deviation of camera
extrinsic parameters R and t from the ground truth in degrees (multiplied by 100).
Right: Example result of Bundle adjustment on the Temple synthetic dataset.

and d2sx − d2ty ≤ δ with a small constant δ > 0, we keep the average of both
estimates with confidence 1. Otherwise, we discard the pixel and set confidence
to zero.
The second option to recover multiple depth layers is [3] based on sparse
coding of the light field, which returns a probability volume α(λ, p) over multiple
depth hypotheses λ1 , . . . , λN for each pixel p. This is equivalent to having a set
of N constant depth maps di := λi with probability ci (p) = α(λi , p), which
we provide to the reconstruction pipeline. While computationally overall much
more expensive, it is more robust in practice and can in theory also deal with
scenes with more than two layers. It turns out that for Lytro data, the structure
tensor approach is insufficient, and we have to resort to this more sophisticated
way of handling multiple layers.
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Fig. 7. Results for synthetic dataset Warrior with a reflective surface. Note the exceptionally strong view point dependence of the appearance in the input images (top row).
Bottom left: result with ground truth depth for reference. Voxel volume resolution is
374 × 400 × 224. Bottom center: result using our method with depth estimated according to section 4.3 using a second-order structure tensor. Bottom right: once depth has
been estimated, the light field can be separated into its individual layers using [6], and
the layer corresponding to the surface used to infer a texture via projective texture
mapping. Here, a color has been assigned to each vertex based on the average color of
the projections into the center views.

5
5.1

Results
Synthetic datasets

The synthetic test data used for the ground truth verification was created with
a custom real-time graphics engine. The well-known Cook-Torrance BRDF was
chosen as a material model. While shadow mapping and specular highlights are
disabled, the diffuse lighting coefficient comes directly from the Fresnel term
described by this model.
We render 24 light fields with 17 × 17 subaperture views and a resolution
of 512 × 512 pixels around the scene to be reconstructed. Ground truth information for depth maps for all layers as well as camera orientation is stored for
validation. The central object is a fully textured triangulation created from a
3D scan of a bronze statue depicting a Chinese horseman done by Artec 3D,
https://www.artec3d.com/3dmodel/bronze-statue.
For the first scene Temple, a dome consisting of planar semi-transparent
surfaces is built around this object. The surface textures have been obtained
from http://www.rgbstock.com and http://www.deviantart.com, and are
reminiscent of stained glass. Due to their partial transparency, they provide
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Fig. 8. Results for real-world dataset Lantern. Top: Four center views from overall 28
views captured with Lytro Illum. The green crosses depict inlier features which were
detected in center views. The triangulated feature 3D points projected onto center
view given pose from SfM are depicted by blue circles. Red circles show the closest 3D
point refined by bundle adjustment and projected with refined extrinsics. Bottom left:
Geometry of entire scene as result of surface reconstruction with our proposed method.
Voxel volume resolution is 300×300×300. Bottom right: Camera poses and point cloud
refined with bundle adjustment.

a non-trivial challenge for 3D reconstruction, see figure 1, as the object itself
cannot be seen directly but only through them. We first evaluate our novel
bundle adjustment approach, see figure 6. It compares favorably to the results
from linear structure from motion described in [5], which was shown to be more
accurate for light fields than earlier methods. Afterwards, we continue surface
reconstruction, see figure 9. Despite the difficult input data, we can recover both
the geometry of the dome as well as the statue within a single pass in high detail,
as can be seen by visually comparing to the ground truth.
For the second scene Warrior, a reflectance layer is added to the statue, which
reflects the walls of an opaque Lambertian cube around the scene in a distance.
Reconstruction results can be observed in figure 7. The scene is very difficult
for traditional multi-view reconstruction due to the strong view-dependence of
the observed colors of surface points. Despite this, our lightfield-based algorithm
faithfully recovers the surface geometry in quite a lot of detail.
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Real-world datasets

For a real-world scene, we create a scene of a lantern with a cup inside, see
figure 8. The faces of the lantern are painted with different semi-transparent
colors, each of which has a slightly different opacity. The scene was captured in
a 270 degree angle. In each view, some parts of the interior object were occluded
by non-transparent painting. To record our scene, we used a hand-held Lytro
Illum plenoptic camera. We decoded and calibrated the images using the Light
Field Toolbox 4.0 [28]. Each image consists of 15 × 15 subaperture views of
625 × 435 pixels.
There were two challenges involved in the scene in addition to conventional
layer separation. First, the semi-transparent paint creates microfacets on the
surface, which is thus not perfectly planar, causing refractions of the inner object.
Second, there are reflections on the occluding surface which adds a third layer
on the occluder.
For depth estimation, we employ the approach proposed in [3] based on sparse
light field coding, where each EPI patch is encoded as a linear combination over
a patch dictionary which consists of atoms with known disparity. From the estimates, we generate a cost volume according to the description in section 4.3,
using the expansion coefficients as a measure to describe certainty of the surface
estimate at the respective depth. An initial estimate of camera extrinsics from
SfM [5], which was then optimized over rotation, translation, triangulated features and focal length (assumed to be same for all captured images) with the
proposed bundle adjustment framework. All results can be observed in figure 8.
Considering the challenging data, we believe the result is acceptable as an initial
demonstration that the framework can deal with real-world datasets.

6

Conclusions

We propose a method of scene reconstruction based on a variational framework,
which for the first time can recover scene geometry from multi-view light fields
with superimposed layers. Key ingredients are a novel light field bundle adjustment based on the framework for linear pose estimation proposed in [5], as well
as multi-layered depth map reconstruction via higher-order structure tensors [4]
or sparse light field coding [3]. For surface recovery, we propose a global surface
reconstruction framework, which can merge multi-layered hypotheses from multiple view points and recover the complete scene in a single optimization pass.
The largest limitation is that we currently still require feature matches obtained
under the Lambertian assumption, so that at least some parts of scene need to
consist only of a single layer. Experiments demonstrate that our algorithm works
for synthetic as well as real world light fields captured with a hand-held camera
under very challenging conditions.
Acknowledgement. This work was supported by the ERC Starting Grant
“Light Field Imaging and Analysis” (LIA 336978, FP7-2014) and the SFB Transregio 161 “Quantitative Methods for Visual Computing”.
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Fig. 9. Results for synthetic dataset Temple. Top-left: overview reference rendering
of complete scene (not used as input), note the windows are partially transparent
(50% in this experiment). Top-right: reconstruction result using our pipeline, disparity
layers estimated with a second-order structure tensor [4]. Note that the full geometry
including exterior and interior was recovered in a single pass, using only side view
lightfields as input, see figure 1. The visible part of the top of the dome was also
reconstructed, but cut off here for better visibility. For the same reason, the interior has
been manually colored differently, it also shows the bounding box used for the closeups
below. Bottom-left: result for the geometry of the statue within the dome if our pipeline
is run with ground depth maps - this is the optimum one can hope for, but unrealistic
to achieve in practice. Bottom-center: result in practice with estimated disparity layers.
This is a close-up of the complete result above, but the voxel volume is also restricted
to the area of the statue. The voxel resolution of this area is 374 × 400 × 224. In our
reconstruction, 93.5% of the voxels are labeled correctly compared to the ground truth.
In view of the very challenging input data, we believe this is quite detailed. Bottomright: Textured reconstruction, also after layer decomposition [6]. Only the light field
layer corresponding to the statue has been used to compute the texture map. As layer
decomposition is not perfect, some contribution of the window color is still visible.

Layered Scene Reconstruction from Multiple Light Field Camera Views
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